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Air Foamposite One is the limelight, the beginning of the Milky Way spray captured the hearts of a people, and after the sale of a few
color the same people entranced. But don't forget, then Air Foamposite One will also have several colors introduced, which includes
the rich atmosphere of the polarization powder color version. This Air, Foamposite, One shoes, YISHION pink to build, foam texture of
the special texture, so that the true color of the beautiful. November officially released, I wonder if everyone has been touched by this
matte appearance? 
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with luxurious material for the characteristics of Air Jordan BIN 23 Collection once again open the newest member of the Air Jordan,
Retro IX Premio has been the first exposure to this time, once again bring the most complete details disclosed. The entire pair of
shoes is the most important feature is that the shoe body with gold imitation metal suede material collocation white fine leather
making the characteristics of this high quality, complete presentation, and in the end by metal coating and gold shoes are similar to
that of the overall texture is more enhanced, while the red imitation wax printed BIN 23 series pattern is characteristic of not less. The
Air Jordan Retro IX Premio has yet to have the exact message offering, please pay attention to the future more follow-up news.
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